Comparison of the fragmentation behavior of DNA and LNA single strands and duplexes
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Abstract

DNA and locked nucleic acid (LNA) were characterized as single strands, as well as double stranded DNA-DNA duplexes and DNA-LNA hybrids using tandem mass spectrometry with collision-induced dissociation. Additionally, ion mobility spectrometry was carried out on selected species. Oligonucleotide duplexes of different sequences – bearing mismatch positions and abasic sites of complementary DNA 15-mers – were investigated to unravel general trends in their stability in the gas phase. Single stranded LNA oligonucleotides were also investigated with respect to their gas phase behavior and fragmentation upon collision-induced dissociation. In contrast to the collision-induced dissociation of DNA, almost no base loss was observed for LNAs. Here, backbone cleavages were the dominant dissociation pathways. This finding was further underlined by the need for higher activation energies. Base losses from the LNA strand
were also absent in fragmentation experiments of the investigated DNA-LNA hybrid duplexes. While DNA-DNA duplexes dissociated easily into single stranded fragments, the high stability of DNA-LNA hybrids resulted in predominant fragmentation of the DNA part rather than the LNA, while base losses were only observed from the DNA single strand of the hybrid.

**Introduction**

The fragmentation behavior of DNA oligonucleotides (ONs) in mass spectrometry (MS) has been widely investigated before, while a specific nomenclature for fragments has been introduced at an early stage (Figure 1). Infl uences of base identity, sequence and charge state have been described for collision-induced dissociation (CID) under soft ionization conditions. Generally, the loss of a base (either neutral or charged) is the predominant fragmentation pathway and there is a great tendency for adenine loss, whereas guanine loss is less favored. Besides this preferred dissociation channel, w and \( a_x \)-B fragments are generally of high abundance in DNA CID fragment spectra. In RNA SSs mainly c- and y-type ions are formed besides base losses upon CID activation. Other ion activation methods such as infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD), blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) or higher energy collisional dissociation (HCD), were also employed to study the fragmentation of DNA ONs. Similar fragmentation behavior were observed for DNAs employing these activation conditions. In kinetically driven electron-based fragmentation activations like electron-capture dissociation (ECD) and electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) with positively charged precursor ions, complementary ions are formed. In both, sequence specific backbone cleavages are predominant, leading to \( a_- \), \( d_- \), \( w_- \) and \( z_- \)-series ions, while radical species (\( a_- / z_- \)-type) and \( a-B / z-B / c-B / x-B \) fragment ions are formed to a minor extend. While the majority of these studies investigated SS DNA and RNA nucleic acids, only limited information is available for double stranded (DS) nucleic acids. Gabelica et al. compared the CID-derived spectra of four different charge states of a 16-mer DNA duplex. In the charge states 8-, 7- and 6- preferably the separation into SSs was detected. Only at the
lowest investigated charge state of 5- were base losses and single strand fragments observed. Apart from these two studies, no DS DNA fragmentation behavior has been investigated. Ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) was also used previously to uncover DS properties.\textsuperscript{20,21} Porrini \textit{et al.} recently discussed the transition of DS nucleic acids from solution to the gas phase. They found a high dependency of collisional cross-sections (CCSs) on the charge state, while in general more compact structures were found in the gas phase in comparison to the solution structures.\textsuperscript{22} This can be related to the A-type helix the DS forms in the gas phase, in difference to the water-rich B-type helix structure in solution.\textsuperscript{22,23} This gas phase structure was also found for shorter DNA DS sequences,\textsuperscript{23} while for ONs not long enough to form such A-type helices (4-mers, 6-mers), also globular structures with less defined folding were reported.\textsuperscript{24} RNA and DNA analogs came into focus during the last few decades for ON-based therapeutics, as their non-toxic nature and higher resistance toward rapid enzymatic digestion by endo- and exonucleases made them ideal candidates for therapeutic purposes.\textsuperscript{25-27} One of these analogues is locked nucleic acid (LNA), harboring an additional methylene bridge between the 2´ oxygen and 4´ carbon atom of the ribose unit (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{28-30} This chemically stable methylene bridge – locking the ribose in the 3´-endo conformation – increases the melting temperature of LNA-containing duplexes compared to their RNA/DNA counterparts, while having similar physicochemical properties. The structure of LNAs was studied extensively using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, but little attention has been paid to the gas phase characterization of SS LNAs or DNA-LNA hybrids by MS. Only one reference is available that investigates the gas phase behavior of LNAs using MS.\textsuperscript{31} Even in this reference, mixed DNA and LNA monomers were used for synthesis of oligonucleotides. In the present study, we investigated the CID fragmentation behavior of SS DNA and LNA ONs and compared the results to corresponding DS ONs. Additionally, selected ion species were subjected to IM-MS analyses to determine their CCSs, reflecting the overall shape and size of the nucleic acid ions.

\textbf{Materials & Methods}
All DNA ONs were purchased from BioTeZ Berlin-Buch GmbH. LNA ONs, exclusively containing locked nucleotides, were purchased from Eurogentec Deutschland GmbH. Other chemicals were supplied by J.T. Baker and Carl Roth.

The SS ONs were dissolved in a solution of 30 % methanol and 1 % trimethylamine in water in a concentration of 10 µM. DS ONs were subjected to MS analyses dissolved in a solution of 0.2 % triethylamine, 20 % isopropanol and 50 mM ammonium acetate in water with a final concentration of 10 µM. DNA-DNA and DNA-LNA DSs were prepared by mixing stoichiometrically equal amounts of corresponding SS ONs (10 µM per strand final concentration), heated to 95°C for 10 min and allowed to cool to room temperature over a period of 30 min.

Negative ion ESI-MS spectra were obtained using an LTQ Orbitrap XL (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The instrument parameters were tuned automatically according to the maximum intensity of each signal investigated. Fixed instrumental parameters were as follows: 100°C/400°C (SS/DS) transfer capillary temperature and 30 arbitrary units of nitrogen sheath gas flow. Samples were directly infused at a flow rate of 10 µL min⁻¹ and a concentration of 10 µM. The precursor ions were isolated for CID experiments with an isolation width of Δm/z = 3 and fragmented with an activation time of 30 ms. Furthermore, a standard Synapt G2-S HDMS (Waters Corporation) was used to generate CID spectra. ESI spray voltage was set to 1.99 kV, source temperature and desolvation temperature were set to 100°C and 150°C, respectively. Cone voltage and source offset were maintained at 40 V. LM and HM resolution were 17 for CID experiments, the transfer collision cell remained at 4 V, while the trap collision cell for activation was optimized for maximum abundance of the fragment ions. Both instruments were used to assess all sequences and theoretical fragments were calculated automatically. Therefore, we developed a JAVA run script termed DNA-/LNA-fragmentation_GUI in-house, to calculate the fragment masses of DNA and LNA SSs and DSs. The software is available by contacting the developer Timm Schwaar (timm.schwaar@gmx.de).

IM-MS analyses were performed using a modified Synapt G2-S HDMS, equipped with a linear drift tube following a design reported previously. A nano-electrospray source (nESI) was used to typically ionize 5 µL of sample from platinum-palladium-coated borosilicate emitters, prepared in-house. CCSs were determined using helium as drift gas. Parameters were the
following: capillary voltage 1.0 kV, sampling cone 50 V, source offset 25 V, source temperature 30 °C, trap gas flow 2 mL min⁻¹. Ion mobility parameters were: IMS gas 2.2 torr of helium, trap DC entrance 2.0 V, trap DC bias 5.0 V, trap DC -4.0 V, trap DC exit 1.0 V, IMS DC entrance -20.0 V, helium cell DC 60.0 V, helium exit -40.0 V, IMS bias 50.0-140.0 V, transfer DC entrance 5.0 V, transfer DC exit 15.0 V, trap wave velocity 250 m s⁻¹, trap wave height 15.0 V, transfer wave velocity 300 m s⁻¹, transfer wave height 10.0 V. IM-MS experiments were performed in negative ion mode and CCSs were determined using the stepped field method, where arrival time distributions were fitted using Gaussian functions and the centroid drift times were plotted versus the reciprocal drift voltages, as described elsewhere.32-34

Results & Discussion

CID experiments of LNA single strands

As CID experiments of DNA SSs have widely been conducted,1,2,4-6 only LNA SS ONs were examined under CID conditions. Huang et al. investigated short (one 5-mer and one 8-mer) LNAs, as well as one gapmer and one mixmer, the latter containing DNA and LNA monomers. They detected complete fragment series, ranging from a- to d-type ions and also w- to z-type ions. Furthermore, abundant base losses were observed.31 In contrast to the previous study, we employed larger oligomers solely containing LNA monomers.

At first, we examined four different 15-mers (Supplementary Information) all exclusively containing locked nucleotides and determined the characteristic fragmentation point (FP) of LNA ONs, which was previously described for DNA.35 An almost linear behavior was observed for the relation between FP and charge state, accompanied with an increase in relative collision energy (CE) by 1.3% to 3.1% in comparison to the DNA ONs of the same sequence (Figure 3a). Charge state 9- was an exception in this general behavior, as it required 1.0% less energy compared to the DNA ON. This phenomenon was caused by the previously described unique inflection point in DNA,35 which stems from the additional energy required for structural reorganization of DNA. This inflection point was not observed in any of the ONs of the rigid LNA structure. The results
from the analyses of the other ONs (A1, C1, H1) are given in the Supplementary Information (Figures S1-S3).

With regards to the general fragmentation behavior, LNA fragments were very different from their DNA counterparts. The corresponding CID spectra exhibit a much higher number of fragments as in case of DNA. This appeared in all investigated ONs. For example, in the LNA ON F1, two to 4.5 times as many signals with a relative intensity of more than 5% were detected than for the corresponding DNA ON (Table 1). All other investigated LNA ONs exhibited a similar behavior. This high number of fragments most likely originated from the hindrance of base loss due to the additional methylene bridging in LNA. The lack of structural flexibility appears to hamper the previously described rearrangement, necessary for the elimination of a base. In DNA, simple base loss is the most favored fragmentation channel, resulting in few but abundant fragments. All other fragmentation pathways have higher activation energies. As the base loss was apparently hindered in LNA, the precursors dissociated via other fragmentation channels once their respective threshold energy was reached. As a result, multiple backbone cleavages occurred, resulting in a much larger number of fragments. In order to understand the differences between LNA and DNA fragmentation in more detail, additional 4-mer LNA ONs (Supplementary Information) were investigated. This step was necessary in order to understand the differences of LNA to DNA fragmentation in rather simple ON systems, before investigating more complex systems like hybrid duplexes. The differences in the resulting fragment patterns of both, DNA and LNA ONs, were also clearly observed here (Figure 4). In all investigated DNA 4-mer ONs the dissociation preferences were similar and as previously reported.\(^1\) In particular, the simple base loss, \(w\) and \(a_x\)-B fragments were always of high abundance. The LNA 4-mer ONs again showed a different picture. In contrast to the previously described abundant base loss for mixmer and gapmer LNA ONs,\(^3\) the simple base loss occurred only with very low abundance, if any base loss was apparent at all. At the same time, hardly any signal of the singly negatively charged nucleobases was observed, which were of significant intensity in the DNA spectra. Instead, almost exclusively simple backbone cleavages without pronounced subsequent base losses were detected in LNA ONs. The LNA ONs showed no preference for a specific backbone cleavage position, as all fragments of a- to d- and w- to z-type were detected in high abundances (Figure 4).
**CID experiments of DNA-DNA duplexes**

The effect of the charge state on the fragmentation behavior of DNA-DNA DSs has been studied in the past and the observed separation of the DS into SSs, was explained with the employed activation method and an increased Coulomb repulsion. As very little additional information is available on the fragmentation behavior of DNA-DNA DSs, we investigated the fragmentation behavior of these duplexes to compare them to the later described DNA-LNA duplexes. Three charge states of an 8-mer DNA DS ONs (Supplementary Information) were investigated. In contrast to the previous studies, where only a minor effect of the charge state was observed, we observed larger differences in our experiments. Previously, mostly DS separation, leading to SS fragments and simple base losses were observed. In our experiments, each of the three charge states showed a significantly different fragmentation behavior (Figure 5). In the fragment spectrum of [M-5H]$^-5$ of the DS 8-mer1 and 8-mer2 (Supplementary Information) that was the highest observable charge state, a clear separation of the SSs was observed, which has been reported before for DNA-DNA duplexes. Both SSs were detected in the 2- and 3- charge states as dominant signals (Figure 5a), while the distribution of the charges on both strands appeared to be equally balanced. The CID spectrum of the 4- charge state mainly showed the separation of the two SSs upon CID as well (Figure 5b). Again, the charge distribution appeared balanced between the two strands, as other charge combinations (e.g. 3- and 1-) could not be detected. Although breakdown fragments of the SSs were observed in the 4- case, they were only of low abundance.

The CID spectrum of the DNA-DNA DS in the 3- charge state was fundamentally different. Although the separation into intact SSs with charges of 2- and 1- was apparent, a multitude of additional fragments was detected (Figure 5c and 5d). These fragments represented ions in which only smaller moieties such as bases were lost from the precursor ions, while the remaining DS was still intact (Table S1, Supplementary Information). These signals were not detected in the higher charge states of 5- and 4-.

While the dependence on the GC content has been described before, we further investigated the influence of base pairing and sequences towards the observed, previously unreported
differences in the fragment spectra of different charge states. Eight different 15-mer DNA-DNA DSs with GC contents ranging between 0% and 100% (DSs A-H, Supplementary Information) were employed. At first, general fragment formation with respect to type of fragments was examined. Similar results were obtained for all duplexes, while the DNA-DNA duplex F (F1+F2) shall be discussed here in more detail (Figures 6a and 6b). In the CID-derived fragment spectrum of the five-fold negatively charged precursor ions, in between m/z 1600 and m/z 2000, almost exclusively fragments of the DS were found and very few low abundant fragments of both SSs were detected. The simple base loss always represented the most abundant signal. In contrast to SS fragmentation, no thymine loss could be found in any DS fragment spectrum. Even when employing a 15-mer DS harboring a terminal thymine at one of the 3’ ends, no thymine loss could be detected. The trend for base losses in all DS DNA ONs was in the order G > A >> C >>>T. In general, with a GC content between 0 and 40%, the adenine loss was predominant. With 60-100% GC contend, guanine loss became the dominant base loss, while a minor loss of cytosine could also be observed. In all investigated DSs loss of two bases could be unambiguously identified. Again, A and G losses were dominant in these cases. Moreover, even fragments generated by three base losses were observed. Most intense in this case was a fragment type were a terminal nucleoside (base and sugar) was lost. Furthermore, a cleavage in the second phosphate moiety accompanied with loss of a complete nucleotide and the adjacent nucleoside was also observed without abolishing non-covalent binding of the duplex. Cleavages in the progressing strand beyond the second phosphate unit could not be detected. The most frequent fragment class, although not very abundant, were fragments of the [DS-5H-N-1B]5−-type (one complete SS together with a fragment of the other strand that contains 14 nucleotides, N represents a nucleotide and B stands for nucleobase), where one nucleotide and a base was lost from the DS. Unfortunately, the clear assignment was hampered here by numerous overlaps of theoretical fragments in particular of the same class. In addition, fragments of the class [DS-5H-N-2B]5− could be detected in the fragment spectra, albeit these were of lower abundance than those of the [DS-5H-N-1B]5− class. In the range from m/z 500 to about m/z 1600, numerous fragments of the SSs were detected, which were assigned to a separation of the SSs with subsequent breakdowns (represented by numbers). The distribution of detected fragments among the two SSs was largely the same and was also observed in the examined charge states 1- and 2-. 
Mainly, w-type fragments and strand breaks accompanied by base losses were observed here. All experiments were repeated on the Synapt G2-S HDMS and both instruments generated very similar spectra except for the number of observed charge states.

Artificial defects in DNA-DNA duplexes

DSs with artificial defects were also investigated. Therefore, four DNA DS ONs with abasic sites (F1+F3-F6, Supplementary Information) were subjected to CID fragmentation in the observed charge states. We found that there was no relevance of localization of the abasic site towards the resulting fragment classes. The fragmentation pattern did not change significantly depending on whether the defect was at the end or in the middle of the DSs. However, increased intensities of base loss from the position opposing the defect were detected. This base is unable to form hydrogen bonds and was cleaved off readily upon CID activation in all charge states. In addition, almost no [DS-5H-2N-1B]5− and [DS-5H-N-2B]5−-type fragments from the [DS-5H]5− precursor ion, as in the intact DNA-DNA DSs, were detected. Only for DS F1+F5 it was possible to detect a [DS-5H-N-2B]5−-type fragment ([F5 + F1w14−2G]5−) with low intensity. In this case the fragmentation was potentially favored by a general destabilization of the duplex by the abasic site, as here also a higher preference for SS separation than in the other DSs was observed. This consideration was also supported by the fact that hardly any DS signals were detected in the survey spectra in general, as soon as two defects were located within the DSs. While, as mentioned above, DS fragments with three base losses were detected without destabilizing the DS within the MS, hardly any DSs could be detected in survey spectra, when two or more abasic sites were present. Surprisingly, this behavior did not occur when mismatches instead of abasic sites were employed. From the investigated four mismatch DSs (F1+F7-F10, Supplementary Information), containing one or two mismatches in various locations, increases in base losses were observed. In the case of AG mismatch (F1+F7) within the strand, an increase in adenine base loss and a significant increase in double guanine loss could be observed. At a terminal CT mismatch (F1+F9), no changes in the spectrum in comparison to the intact DS (F1+F2) were found. Surprisingly, no thymine loss fragments could be generated despite a terminal destabilized thymine base (F1+F9). Only with a two-fold mismatch (F1+F10) it was possible to detect the
neutral thymine loss fragment with low abundance. Overall, significantly fewer fragments could be generated for all mismatched DSs in relation to the intact DSs.

**CID experiments of DNA-LNA duplexes**

As a next step, we investigated DS DNA-LNA hybrids. For this purpose, the complementary 15-mers (A1, C2, F1, H1, Supplementary Information) with the identical sequences as in the DNA-DNA cases were hybridized with the corresponding DNA SS to DNA-LNA hybrid DSs. In comparison to DNA-DNA DSs, both strands dissociated at higher CEs in the hybrids. As all trends in DNA-LNA DSs were similar, the DNA-LNA hybrid strand F (LNA-F1+DNA-F2) shall be discussed exemplarily here (Figures 6c and 6d). In general, fewer fragments were generated from the DNA-LNA hybrid than in the DNA-DNA case and the LNA strands were rarely fragmented. The distribution of the different fragment classes was on the other side well comparable. In the higher m/z range, only fragments with (partially) intact DSs were observed, while between m/z 500 to about m/z 1650 only fragments of the SSs were detected. As mentioned above, in the case of the DNA-DNA DSs, fragmentation of both SSs was in general evenly distributed between the two DNA SSs (Figure 6 a). In contrast here, the DNA-LNA hybrids showed mostly only SS fragments that were clearly assigned to the DNA strand or were among the few that could theoretically be derived from both (Figure 6c). Overall, the relative intensities of the hybrids' SS fragments were higher in comparison to the DNA-DNA DSs. In the case of base loss, it was not possible to distinguish between guanine from DNA or LNA strands. Cytosine on the other hand with its additional methyl group in LNA (being 5-Methylcytosine in LNA) would have been differentiable between the DNA and LNA strands. However, no corresponding loss of cytosine has been detected.

**Energy dependence of fragment formation in double strands**

During fragmentation experiments of the DNA-DNA and DNA-LNA duplexes, we noticed that the preference for fragment formation was also energy dependent and different to the corresponding SS ONs (Figure 7). DS fragments were initially formed at low CEs, which resulted from cleavages at the ends of the DSs. Furthermore, the preference for this base loss was also
energy dependent and in contrast to the corresponding SSs. Guanine and also adenine losses were readily observed, while cytosine losses were only marginal. The simple loss of a guanine base could already be observed with an isolation of the precursor ion, applying no CE at all. Other DS fragments (e.g. \([\text{M-5H-2G}]^{-}\)) were also dominant at low CEs, while fragments that involved a backbone cleavage, for example the DS fragment \([\text{M-5H-N}]^{-}\), were much lower in intensity at low CEs. SS fragments (e.g. \([\text{c}_{4}\text{-C}]^{-}\) or \([\text{w}_{6}/\text{d}_{6}]^{-}\)) detected at all CEs, only accounted for a small portion of the total fragment intensities. The fragment \([\text{M-5H-G}]^{-}\) could be detected as the most abundant signal up to a CE of 30%. With a further increase in CE, the intensity of \([\text{M-5H-N}]^{-}\) increased to 100% intensity at 60-80% CE, while this fragmentation was not observed above ~160% CE. High intensities for fragments with double base losses or strand breakdowns could be observed above a CE of 40%.

**Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry**

To study the influence of the LNA monomers on the structure in the gas phase of LNA ONs, CCSs of SS DNA and LNA ONs were determined as a function of the charge state using IM-MS. Four different SS LNA 15-mers (A1, C1, F1, H1, Supplementary Information), along with their corresponding DNA equivalents possessing the identical sequence, were subjected to IM-MS analyses. This experimental framework allowed us to study the influence of the backbone, as well as the primary structure on the charged-induced structural changes of SS ONs in comparison to the previous described results.

Figure 3a illustrates the transition from more compact structures (represented by smaller CCS values) to extended conformations with increased CCSs, exemplarily for SS F1. The results from the analyses of the other investigated ONs (A1, C1, H1) were similar (Figures S1-S3, Supplementary Information). The plots show the effect of the backbone on the charge-induced structural changes of SS ONs. A general trend of sigmoidal correlation in the CCS-charge state correlations was obtained for all investigated LNA ONs, similar to the DNA counterparts. SS LNA ONs possessed larger CCSs at the lowest and highest charge states observed, while DNA SSs exhibited comparably higher CCS values for intermediate charge states. However, it should be noted that the differences between DNA and LNA were rather small at a given charge state and the changes in between charge states outweighed the LNA-DNA differences by far. When
comparing nucleic acid SSs of the same type (DNA with DNA or LNA with LNA) with different base sequences, the influence of the sequence on the CCSs was also more pronounced. A higher GC content in the base sequence lead to lower CCS values, corresponding to more compact structures, which has been described before.\textsuperscript{39,40} This phenomenon was in accordance with the larger number of possible hydrogen bonds and, thus, stronger interactions between G and C upon forming base interactions, in difference to the weaker interactions between A and T. Nevertheless, the differences in CCSs in between DNA and LNA were lower than expected taking the structural rigidity into account.

Conclusion

In this study we used CID and IM-MS to investigate the gas phase behavior of LNA oligomers with various sequences in correlation to their DNA analogues; mismatches and abasic sites were employed to obtain insights into the influence of the structural features of DNA and LNA ONs with respect to rigidity and base pairing in duplex stability. The LNA SSs possessed no inflection point in the CE-charge state correlation trends (Figure 3a). This led us to determine the CCSs of SS LNAs, as we presumed a lower flexibility of LNA ONs. CCSs were higher in LNA than for the corresponding DNA structures. The known higher rigidity of the backbone in LNA targets towards hampering any larger (re)folding in the LNA case. Nevertheless, the small differences determined do not explain the vastly different fragmentation behavior.

With SS DNA ONs the well-described behavior for base loss and subsequent backbone fragmentation was confirmed, as well as the previously shown influence of the number of negative charges. Unlike DNA ONs, LNA ONs showed a completely different dissociation behavior. Almost no base losses were observed and no preference for the frequently generated abundant backbone cleavages was found.

In DNA-DNA duplexes we found a clear preference for loss of a single base, additionally, a second and even a third base could be cleaved off as well. This was often followed by specific backbone cleavages with and without additional base losses. The separation of the duplexes into SSs proved to be a function of applied CE and charge states as expected. DNA-LNA hybrids fragmented mainly in the DNA part, while LNA strand fragmentation was barely noticeable.
In summary, this study of LNA ONs demonstrated that the gas phase of DNA and LNA in both SSs and DSs differs to a great extent.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Oligonucleotide fragmentation nomenclature according to 1.

Fig. 2. Structure of a LNA nucleotide (left) in comparison to a DNA nucleotide (right).

Fig. 3. a) Correlation between the charge and the fragmentation energy of the DNA or LNA SS A1. Analyses were repeated three times with differences in the relative CE needed of only 0.2 %.
b) Correlation of the CCSs to the charge state of the DNA or LNA SS ON A1. A maximum deviation of 0.11 % for the CCSs was observed. Error bars depict standards deviations of three independent analyses.

Fig. 4. ESI-MS/MS spectra of the 4-mer ON 5’-GACT-3’. Left) CID spectra of the charge states 1- (a), 2- (c) and 3- (e) of the LNA ON. Right) CID spectra of the charge states 1- (b), 2- (d) and 3- (f) of the DNA ON.

Fig. 5. Spectra of the 8-mer DNA DS ON 5´-CGG ATT AA-3´/5´-TTA ATC CG-3´ in CID experiments. a) CID spectrum of the five-fold negatively charged duplex; b) CID spectrum of the four-fold negatively charged duplex; c) CID spectrum of the three-fold negatively charged duplex; d) Magnification of the range of m/z 1400-1550 of c). The precursor ion is highlighted in purple, the signals of the intact SSs are highlighted in blue and red. Numbers indicate fragments of SSs, letters refer to fragments of the duplex.

Fig. 6. CID spectra of the five-fold negative charged nucleic acid duplexes 5´-GGC TAA CGC ATA GGC-3´/5´-GCC TAT GCG TTA GCC-3´ (F1+F2). a) spectrum of the DNA-DNA duplex; b) magnification of a) in the range m/z 1700-1830; c) spectrum of the DNA-LNA duplex; d) magnification of c) in the range m/z 1820-1930.
**Fig. 7.** Relative intensities of the dominant fragments of the five-fold negatively charged precursor ion of the 15-mer 5′-GGC TAA CGC ATA GGC-3′/5′-GCC TAT GCG TTA GCC-3′ (F1+F2) duplex in correlation to the relative CE applied. a) DNA-DNA duplex. b) DNA-LNA hybrid duplex. SS indicates a complete single strand signal. All charges reflected the losses of the corresponding number of protons during ionization and are not explicitly given here. 

**Table 1.** Number of observed fragments above 5% relative intensity over six charge states from the 15-mer ON 5′-GGC TAA CGC ATA GGC-3′ (F1). The identical sequence was employed as LNA and DNA ONs at a relative CE of 35%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge state</th>
<th>Number of fragments (LNA)</th>
<th>Number of fragments (DNA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>